CBE-It Meeting notes
Attendees: Anna Melby, Bill Moseley, Faith Bonham, Ann Tatum, Erica Menchaca, Pam Rivers,
March 8, 2022
Meeting Time 10:00 am
1. We reviewed the agenda for the meeting.
2. Anna Melby informed everyone that last meeting notes are being formalize and she’ll
forward a copy to each of us.
3. Updates: As discussed in our Rand meeting, they have begun to collect data and surveys
will go out in April. Those surveys will have a different Zoom link then previous links.
4. A request was made to Pam Rivers for a CBE Canvas site to facilitate better
collaboration.
5. It was notes that the we will be giving Academic Senate an update on CBE, next
scheduled meeting.
6. Work is being initialized with financial aid to help determine SATT term lengths and how
that will affect student’s financial aid.
7. Suzanne Tangeman shares her Competencies progress and explained how a cooking
competency could be facilitated by the cooking of a meal: several key competencies
occur in that process, for instance cooking a protein, cooking a starch, cooking a
vegetable and making a sauce as well as presenting the plate up
8. Faith recommended after hear the presentation that some of the research projects
might want to be smaller in the beginning and then work up to larger scale.
9. Both Bill Moseley and Erica Menchaca agreed that we should not loose sight of
ILO/PLO/SLO is our design of the curriculum even though we were told in the CBE
Collaborative not to use them.
10. Faith and Erica both agreed that title 5 language regarding Direct Assessment won’t
change and we would still need to show that in our messaging. Along with a CBE
Program Mapper.
11. The meeting concluded with general acceptance regarding the format for the CBE
competencies for Culinary.
12. Pam Rivers will get a Canvas shell to us. And lastly The highlights of our work so far will
be included in the Academic Senate Report.
13. Meeting concluded at 10:35

